
Class 4 Expectations: During transition week, as a class we all came up with our own classroom 

rules. We then discussed these further and agreed on our class charter that everyone has signed to 

signify that they agree on the rules set; including Mr Bishop, Miss Shipley and all of the children. Our 

class charter is displayed in class for all children to see at all times. Our class charter can be seen 

below: 

1. Be appropriate at all times, with both your words and actions.  

2. Tidy up after yourself and respect school’s equipment.  

3. Be polite and listen to others.  

4. Treat others how you want to be treated.  

5. Try your hardest at everything you do.   

Mr Bishop and Miss Shipley also look give our dojos regularly to those children following the class 

charter, following the school rules (be safe, be ready, be respectful) and following our school values 

(respect, kindness, aspiration, teamwork and resilience).  

 

What to bring into class: All children are expected to bring their own water bottle every day to 

ensure they are hydrated throughout the day. Children’s water bottles are kept on the floor next to 

their own chair to allow quick access without disturbing any learning in the day.  

We ask children to bring their Learning Log’s daily so they are able to access any of the supporting 

materials for the relevant lesson. They then have it accessible if an adult within school reads with 

them and it can then be recorded.  

Children are also expected to bring in a book banded reading book (they may also bring in their own 

from home they are reading) as we encourage reading as much as much as possible to help build 

children’s love for reading; building their confidence, understanding of texts and build their 

vocabulary.  

 


